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Just transitions - what it means 

●  Work transitions are coming in next few years. Many causes. 
●  They can be just transitions. Core principles: 

○  When policies benefit society, their costs should not be imposed on specific 
workers and communities, but shared by society. 

○  Workers and communities must be at the table with government and industry 
negotiating transitions. 

●  Core just transition elements: 
○  Training and education + need jobs to go to 
○  Financial security - transition income support, pension bridging, etc 
○  Economic diversification for communities - need new industries. 
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Good green jobs - what it means 

●  Jobs created by reducing pollution, e.g. by energy 
efficiency, sustainable transport, renewable energy 

●  Fossil fuels go away tomorrow? No. 
●  Green jobs mean other jobs go away? No. 
●  More jobs in more sectors 
●  Suitable for public investment and ownership 
●  Existing occupations and new 
●  Early, mid, and peak-career 
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Context - climate 
●  Hurricanes, wildfires, 

drought, etc, leading to... 
●  Mass migrations, financial 

costs, economic costs, risks 
●  Getting worse, will continue. 
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Context - policies 

● Policies in response 
○  Municipal, 

provincial, federal, 
global 

○  Reducing GHG 
emissions  

○  Creating green jobs  
○  Building just 

transitions 
●  Slow start, but 

accelerating in last 
1-2 years. 
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Context - markets 
Markets have always created and destroyed 
jobs 
●  Oil price crash - oil jobs already lost 
●  Natural gas replacing coal in electricity 

generation across North America 
○  coal plant and coal mine jobs 

●  Commodity supercycle over 
○  mining jobs. 
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Context - markets 
Longer term trends 
●  Long distance trade - 

lots of jobs exported 
●  Electric cars getting 

better, cheaper 
○  oil, steel jobs may 

be affected 
●  Automation and AI 

○  40%+ of jobs in 
Canada may be 
affected. 
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Many and big transitions 

● Sask workers and communities may need just transitions support 

● Good green jobs can be a destination for Sask workers displaced 

● Will either or both be possible? 

○  Not cheap - require investment 

● Where is that investment going to come from?  

○  Taxes or social spending cuts?  
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Case study - Alberta electricity generation 
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Alberta coal jobs - company shut-downs 
●  75% - 100% of jobs gone by 2023 
●  Profit motive: $200 M savings for just one of the companies. 
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Alberta policy response 

●  Gov’t creating a green jobs and just 
transitions strategy. 
○  7,200 jobs in renewable energy, worker 

transition support 
○  community economic development 

●  Labour, enviros, communities pressing 
for more green jobs, better just 
transitions 
○  Blue Green Canada, Alberta Coal Transition 

Coalition, many partners 
○  More community, worker participation 
○  More ambition on green job creation - could be 

tens of thousands of jobs 
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Alberta - doing it right is 
affordable 
●  Revenues from carbon levy are 

many times the cost for worker 
transition. 
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Saskatchewan situation? 

●  Needs comprehensive analysis, but... 
●  Need jobs 

○  Unemployment rate 6.2% = Canadian rate 
○  Down from 6.9% last year, only because 5,500 

gave up looking for work 

●  High per capita GHG emissions 
○  Will need significant movement in at least 2 or 3: 

■  Oil and gas 
■  Agriculture 
■  Electricity 
■  Transportation 

●  Key: other transitions will affect jobs, e.g. 
cost of coal vs natural gas 
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Short-mid term: Coal vs Gas 

Sask Power forecasts no future for 
conventional coal. 

●  Fed regulations under Harper 
Conservatives (2012) require 
shutdown. 

●  Fed Liberal equivalency agreements: 
can buy some time if CCS works. 
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Coal + 
CCS 
vs. 
Gas 

One 
big 
differ- 
ence 
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Economic and political reality on CCS 

Boundary Dam example 
● Electricity costs: 

○  conventional coal costs generally not competitive with natural gas 
○  Add 30% parasitic-load costs for CCS - likely very uncompetitive 

● Add capital cost $1.5B to date ~ $10,000 to $15,000 per household 
served 

●  Implicit carbon tax price ~ $100 / tonne. 
○  CCS costs have not been dropping at rates suggested 

● At some point, subsidies will hit a political limit 
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Options 
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Saskatchewan challenge and opportunity 

● Economic recovery sluggish 
● Employment slow to recover. Potential further job losses: 

○  Coal unit retirements - fewer jobs in gas-fired units than in coal units 
○  Climate policy will, when more stringent, affect jobs 
○  Automation will affect a large percentage of jobs 

● Likely a need for job creation, as well as just transitions 
● Alberta is leading the way in Canada 
● Other case studies available, with examples of transitions and millions 

of green jobs around the world – see reports. 
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Saskatchewan challenge and opportunity 

● Tools are at hand for just transition and green jobs  
● Need to assess the potential costs and revenues, e.g. 

○  Number of jobs affected 
○  Profile of affected workforce 
○  Impact of job losses on communities 
○  Carbon pricing - political challenges, design, scale of revenues 

● Reason to be hopeful 
○  Alberta could easily afford JT and GJ 
○  Federal carbon pricing similar to Alberta’s 
○  Thus likely Sask will have proportional revenues available 
○  Alberta can easily afford it, likely Sask can afford it 

●  If looking to protect workers & communities, time to build a campaign. 
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Resources and references 
●  Blue Green Canada, “Just Transition and Good Green Jobs for Alberta -  Edmonton 2016 Conference Summary” 

http://bluegreencanada.ca/node/251. Watch for the 2017 conference summary. 
●  Alberta Coal Transition Coalition, “Getting it Right: A Just Transition Strategy for Alberta’s Coal Workers.” 

http://www.coaltransition.ca/read_the_report.  
●  D Thompson and A Thompson, "100,000+ jobs: Getting Albertans back to work by building a low-carbon 

future" (2016) www.greenpeace.org/canada/Global/canada/report/2016/04/GP-GreenJobsReport2016.pdf. 
●  D. Thompson and R. Duffy "Jobs, Justice, Climate" (Green Jobs BC, Sept 2010) 

https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/greenjobsbc/pages/39/attachments/original/1467762995/
Jobs__Justice_Climate_Paper_2010.pdf?1467762995.  

●  Alberta Utilities Commission, “Alberta Electric Energy Net Installed Capacity (MCR MW) by Resource” 
http://www.auc.ab.ca/market-oversight/Annual-Electricity-Data-Collection/Documents/2017/
Installed%20Capacity.pdf. 

●  McKinsey & Company, "Pathways to a low-carbon economy: Version 2 of the global greenhouse gas abatement cost 
curve" (Sept 2013) 
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/sustainability-and-resource-productivity/our-insights/pathways-to-a-
low-carbon-economy.  
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Resources and references 
●  Wood MacKenzie, "Singapore carbon pricing: an accelerating trend?" (April 2017) 

https://www.woodmac.com/news/editorial/singapore-carbon-pricing/  
●  Osler, "Carbon and Greenhouse Gas Legislation Across Canada" (April 2017) 

https://www.osler.com/en/resources/regulations/2015/carbon-ghg/carbon-and-greenhouse-gas-legislation-across-
canad  

●  V. Taras and P.W.B. Phillips, "The Challenge of Managing Carbon Emissions in Saskatchewan’s Mining and Mineral 
Sector" (Sept 2016) 
https://www.schoolofpublicpolicy.sk.ca/research/publications/policy-brief/challenge-of-managing-carbon-emissions-
in-saskatchewans-mining-and-mineral-sector.php  

●  Canadian Labour Congress, "CLC report: reducing greenhouse gas emissions in Canada" (November 18, 2015) 
canadianlabour.ca/news/news-archive/clc-report-reducing-greenhouse-gas-emissions-canada 

●  B. Plumer, "The rapid growth of electric cars worldwide, in 4 charts" (Vox, June 6, 2016) 
https://www.vox.com/2016/6/6/11867894/electric-cars-global-sales 

●  See figures for additional references, and www.plrc.ca.  
●  Contact with more, or for more: dthompson@plrc.ca.  
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